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Abstract—As fog computing brings processing and storage resources to the edge of the network, there is an increasing need of automated placement (i.e., host selection)
to deploy distributed applications. Such a placement must
conform to applications’ resource requirements in a heterogeneous fog infrastructure, and deal with the complexity brought by Internet of Things (IoT) applications tied to
sensors and actuators. This paper presents four heuristics
to address the problem of placing distributed IoT applications in the fog. By combining proposed heuristics, our
approach is able to deal with large scale problems, and to
efficiently make placement decisions fitting the objective:
minimizing placed applications’ average response time.
The proposed approach is validated through comparative
simulation of different heuristic combinations with varying
sizes of infrastructures and applications.
Index Terms—placement, heuristics, fog computing, IoT

I. I NTRODUCTION
After a decade of continuous growth of cloud computing, which concentrates processing and storage resources for hosting on-demand enterprise and web applications, we can now witness the emergence of more
distributed paradigms, such as fog computing [1], [2].
Motivated by Internet of Things (IoT) applications that
require low response times, data privacy enforcement,
and the control over the amount of data commuting by
the core network, fog computing makes use of devices
in the edge of the network, and provides processing,
storage, and network resources close to sensors and
actuators. To take advantages of local resources provided by the fog, a proper decision of where to place
distributed applications (i.e., how to select applications’
hosts) must be made. Such placement decisions impact
both applications’ performance and hardware resource
consumption. However, known to be an NP-hard problem [3], [4], applications’ placement decision-making
in the context of IoT and fog exhibits the following
challenges:
• Heterogeneity: a fog infrastructure contains a large
number of heterogeneous devices connected to various networks. These devices’ resource capacities,

network positions, and privacy / hardware / software
features strongly differ.
• Constraint diversity: to be executed properly, IoT
applications must conform to many kinds of constraints, which can be related to consumable resources (e.g., processing and bandwidth capacities),
non-consumable properties (e.g., network latency,
privacy), and different entities (e.g., software elements and communication channels composing applications).
• Locality and geo-distribution: as sensors / actuators
are spread over different geographical locations, an
IoT application, which is by definition tied to sensors
/ actuators, can span multiple localization areas.
• Scalability: to be reactive to applications’ deployment requests, placement decisions must be made
time-efficiently. However, the complexity of the
placement problem dramatically increases with the
infrastructure’s and applications’ sizes, which makes
it hard to deal with large-scale problems.
This work proposes a set of heuristics to overcome
aforementioned challenges. In particular, the combination of proposed heuristics highly improve: i) the
placement algorithm’s scalability by accelerating the
placement decision-making process; ii) the placement
result quality by better fitting the objective—minimizing
applications’ response times. Leveraging our previous
work [5] (more details are given in Section II), this
paper makes the following contributions:
• Four heuristics that can be combined to each other.
Compared with [5], heuristics proposed in this work
allow the placement approach to deal with even larger
problems and to make placement decisions leading to
even lower response times.
• A simulation-based evaluation that compares different
heuristic combinations from two aspects: i) scalability
in terms of the problem scale that an algorithm can
deal with within a timeout; ii) result quality in terms
of placed applications’ average response time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reminds our previous work [5]’s proposal.
Section III proposes new heuristics. These heuristics
are evaluated in Section IV. Section V discusses related works. Section VI concludes and discusses future
works.
II. BACKGROUND
This section reminds the model, the naive placement
algorithm, and heuristics proposed in [5].
A. Model and Problem Formulation
A fog infrastructure contains two kinds of devices:
i) fog nodes (e.g., cloud, edge server), which provide
processing and storage resources; ii) appliances (e.g.,
sensor, actuator), which provide sensing / actuating
services. Only fog nodes can be used as hosting devices.
Appliances do not provide resources to host applications. A fog infrastructure also consists of links, which
connect devices and provide network resources.
An IoT application is composed of components,
bindings, and appliances1 . A component is a software
element that can be executed on one fog node. A binding
is a communication channel that connects a couple of
components or a component and an appliance.
Inf ra
nodei
nodei .CP U
nodei .RAM
nodei .DISK
appliancei
linki
linki .LAT
linki .BW

a fog infrastructure
a fog node of Inf ra
nodei ’s available CPU capacity
nodei ’s available RAM capacity
nodei ’s available DISK capacity
an appliance of Inf ra
a link of Inf ra
linki ’s network latency
linki ’s available bandwidth capacity

Apps
compi
compi .ReqCP U
compi .ReqRAM
compi .ReqDISK
compi .DZ
bindi
bindi .ReqLAT
bindi .ReqBW
appi
appi .components
appi .appliances

a set of applications to place
a component of an application in Apps
compi ’s CPU requirement
compi ’s RAM requirement
compi ’s DISK requirement
compi ’s Dedicated Zone
a binding of an application in Apps
bindi ’s latency requirement
bindi ’s bandwidth requirement
an application in Apps
all components of appi
all appliances of appi

Table I: Summary of Notations.
As summarized in Table I, this work’s model characterizes each component comp with: i) ReqCP U ,
ReqRAM , and ReqDISK, which respectively indicate
CPU, RAM, and DISK capacities that comp needs; ii)
a Dedicated Zone (DZ), which is a deployment area
composed of a set of fog nodes respecting comp’s
requirements on fog node properties (e.g., privacy, OS,
etc). Bindings are characterized with requirements as
well. bindi .ReqBW designates bindi ’s bandwidth requirement. bindi .ReqLAT indicates the maximal network latency that bindi can accept.
1 As a sensing / actuating service must be executed on its appliance,
we do not differentiate an appliance with its service.

A placement maps each component onto a fog node.
A solution to a problem is a placement that satisfies
the following constraints: i) each component is placed
in its DZ; ii) required CPU, RAM, and DISK in each
fog node do not exceed the fog node’s capacities; iii)
required bandwidth in each link does not exceed the
link’s capacity; iv) each binding’s latency does not
exceed the binding’s requirement.
A placement problem can have multiple solutions,
among which only one can be selected as the placement
decision. To fit the objective of minimizing considered
applications’ response times2 , the following objective
function is applied:
min : W AL =

∑

bind ∈ Apps

total BW =

bind.ReqBW
× bind.Lat
total BW

∑

bind.ReqBW

bind ∈ Apps

total BW is the total bandwidth requirement of all
bindings. bind.Lat is bind’s latency regarding the evaluated solution3 . The objective function is to minimize
Weighted Average Latency (WAL) of Apps. Considering that a binding with a high ReqBW can strongly
impact an application’s response time, each binding’s
latency is weighted by a proportion of its ReqBW
regarding total BW . Through minimizing WAL, latencies of bindings, especially of the bindings with
high ReqBW s, are minimized, which helps to decrease
applications’ response times. Ideally, given a placement
problem, the solution with minimal WAL should be
selected as the placement decision.
B. FirstFit Backtrack Search
Based on depth-first search, a FirstFit backtrack algorithm is implemented to find solutions. As named,
FirstFit returns the first solution found. It deals with
a set of applications: components of all considered
applications are mixed and placed one by one. When
FirstFit tries to place a component comp, all kinds of
constraints are verified for comp and components already placed. As depicted in Figure 1, when a constraint
verification is passed, FirstFit continues with the next
component. Once all the components are successfully
placed, it implies that a solution is found. If a constraint
verification fails, FirstFit tests the next fog node to
place comp. If all possible fog nodes are tested, and
no suitable fog node is found, FirstFit backtracks to
the previous component and changes its host. When
FirstFit backtracks from the first component, it implies
that the search space has been traversed, and no solution
2 The response time is composed of communication time (i.e., time
spent to transfer messages) and execution time (i.e., time spent within
components for processing). With processing resource requirements
predefined for each component, the execution time is assumed to
change insignificantly with placement, and this work tries to minimize
only the communication time.
3 Given a solution in which each component is placed in a fog node,
each binding must be correspondingly placed in a communication path
composed of a set of links. A binding’s latency is the network latency
of its communication path.

exists. By continuing the search until a solution is found,
FirstFit guarantees to find a solution, if any exists.

( comp1 , node1 )
∅
( comp1 , node2 )

(

comp1 , node1
comp2 , node1

)

(

comp1 , node1
comp2 , node2

)

(

comp1 , node2
comp2 , node1

)

(

comp1 , node2
comp2 , node2

)

Figure 1: FirstFit Search Process Example (FirstFit begins by
testing to place comp1 in node1 , which passes; then it fails
to place comp2 in node1 and node2 because of constraint
violations; having tested all possible fog nodes for comp2 ,
FirstFit backtracks to comp1 and continues the search; finally,
it returns the first solution found, in which comp1 and comp2
are respectively placed in node2 and node1 .).

A number of tests must be carried out before FirstFit
returns (e.g., there are five tests in Figure 1). To reduce
the number of tests (i.e., to accelerate the search), when
trying to place a component comp, fog nodes out of
comp’s DZ are not tested (because a component must
be placed in its DZ).
FirstFit has no guarantee on WAL values of returned
solutions or needed numbers of tests, which can incur
low result quality and high execution times.
C. Previously Proposed Heuristics
To overcome FirstFit’s drawbacks, two heuristics
have been proposed in [5], which respectively manipulate two test orders of FirstFit: fog nodes’ order and
components’ order.
The heuristic Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering
(AFNO) calculates each component’s anchor (i.e., the
fog node that best localizes4 the component in terms
of minimizing WAL) with an iterative algorithm. With
fewer constraints taken into account (i.e., constraints ii,
iii, and iv stated in Section II-A are not considered),
anchors’ calculation has a lower complexity than the
placement problem. Before testing fog nodes to place a
component comp, AFNO sorts fog nodes in ascending
order of network latency to comp’s anchor. Therefore,
the first solution found must be close to the anchors and
thus helps to minimize WAL. Moreover, by minimizing
WAL, anchors help to minimize bindings’ latencies,
which makes bindings’ requirements on maximal latency prone to be satisfied. Thus, AFNO also guides
components to network positions close to a solution,
and thereby accelerates the search.
The other heuristic, Dynamic Components Ordering
(DCO(1), more details are given in Section III-B),
dynamically adjusts components’ order to accelerate the
search. When FirstFit fails to place a component comp
and backtracks, because changing any placed component’s host to any fog node is possible to solve the
4 The verb “localize” differs with “place” on constraints taken into
account. To localize a component considers only constraint i (i.e.,
placing each component in its DZ) stated in Section II-A, while to
place a component must take all the constraints into account.

failure of placing comp, FirstFit tests all the possibilities
one by one in a random manner, which can lead to a
huge amount of tests. To avoid such cases, instead of
backtracking, DCO(1) set comp as the first component
to place (hence, no other component can constrain it),
and redoes the search all over again under the new
component order.
Although these two heuristics highly improve FirstFit according to [5]’s evaluation, they can be further
enhanced. Regarding anchor’s definition, a component
comp’s anchor depends on locations of components
that comp communicates with. When AFNO calculates
comp’s anchor, other components are considered to be
located on their anchors. However, during the search,
in which all constraints must be taken into account,
a component’s host can be different from its anchor,
which can make other anchors outdated. With outdated
anchors, the search is no longer guided properly. For
DCO(1), after reordering a component to the head, all
the hosts found under the previous component order
can not be reused (because such a reordering changes
available resources in the infrastructure for all components). Moreover, DCO(1) only reorders components
dynamically without handling the initial component
order. To solve these problems, this work enhances
AFNO and DCO(1) with new heuristics, which are
detailed in Section III.
III. P LACEMENT H EURISTICS
To enhance heuristics proposed in our previous
work [5] (and discussed in Section II-C), four new
heuristics are introduced in this section. Section III-A
introduces a heuristic based on fog nodes ordering.
Two other heuristics based on components ordering are
proposed in Section III-B. Section III-C presents the
last heuristic, which avoids meaningless tests of fog
nodes. The combination of these heuristics is discussed
in Section III-D.
A. Fog Nodes Ordering-Based Heuristic
When FirstFit tries to place a component, fog nodes
are tested one by one, which implies an order of fog
nodes. Different fog node orders can result in different
solutions and different numbers of tests. For example,
given the placement problem in Figure 1, if node2 is
tested first, as depicted in Figure 2, another solution is
found with only two tests.
∅

( comp1 , node2 )

(

comp1 , node2
comp2 , node2

)

Figure 2: Fog Node Order Impact.
As discussed in Section II-C, such fog node orders
are taken care of by the heuristic AFNO. Before testing
fog nodes to place a component comp, AFNO sorts
fog nodes in ascending order of network latency to
comp’s anchor. However, anchors calculated / initialized
by AFNO can be outdated. In order to guide the search
with up-to-date anchors, Dynamic Anchor-based Fog

Nodes Ordering (DAFNO) extends AFNO by updating
anchors dynamically.
Dynamic Anchor-based Fog Nodes Ordering: During
the search, each time when a component is placed in a
fog node other than its anchor, DAFNO updates anchors
with Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1’s inputs contain the infrastructure inf ra,
the table for storing anchors ancs, the component
that is not placed in its anchor placedComp, and
placedComp’s application app.
Algorithm 1: UpdateAnchors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: infra, ancs, placedComp, app
compList ← placedComp.boundComps();
while compList ̸= ∅ do
comp ← compList.firstElement();
compList.remove(comp);
if not comp.isPlaced() then
newAnc ← calculateAnc( infra, app, ancs, comp );
if ancs[comp] ̸= newAnc then
ancs[comp] ← newAnc;
compList ← compList ∪ comp.boundComps();

Algorithm 1 updates anchors of components in
compList one by one until no further update is possible
(i.e., when compList is empty). In line 1, compList,
which stores components to get anchor-update tests, is
initialized as placedComp’s bound components (i.e.,
components that placedComp communicates with).
The anchor-update tests are carried out iteratively, at
each iteration (line 3–9), one component comp is selected and removed from compList (line 3–4). Because
anchor-updates only help for components not placed yet,
only if comp is not placed (line 5), comp is tested to
update its anchor (line 6–9). If comp’s anchor is updated
(line 7–8), anchors of components bound with comp
can change with it, hence these bound components are
added into compList again to get tests later (line 9).
According to WAL’s definition (see Section II-A),
if a component comp has a new anchor leading to a
lower WAL, the new anchor must be closer to one
of the components and appliances comp communicates
with. Therefore, in each test to update an anchor (line
6), calculateAnc() evaluates fog nodes between comp
and comp’s bound components5 / appliances. Finally,
calculateAnc() returns the fog node that minimizes
WAL6 among evaluated ones.
With Algorithm 1, DAFNO dynamically sorts fog
nodes according to dynamically updated anchors. Impacts of anchors with / without dynamic updates are
compared in Section IV.
B. Components Ordering-Based Heuristics
In FirstFit, components are placed one by one, which
implies a component order. This order’s impacts are
depicted in the following two examples.
5 For each component boundComp bound with comp, fog nodes
on the communication path between comp’s current anchor and
boundComp’ host (if boundComp is placed) or boundComp’
anchor (if boundComp is not placed) are evaluated.
6 When calculating WAL, a placed component is located on its host,
and a component not placed yet is located on its anchor.

Given the placement problem in Figure 1, if comp2 is
placed first, as in Figure 3, only three tests are needed.

∅

( comp2 , node1 )

(

comp1 , node1
comp2 , node1

)

(

comp1 , node2
comp2 , node1

)

Figure 3: Component Order’s Impact on Number of Tests.
Besides the impact on number of tests, different component orders can lead to different solutions. Consider
another example of placing two components comp1 and
comp2 in two fog nodes node1 and node2 , in which
only one component can be placed in node1 (because
of node1 ’s capacity limit). If comp2 is placed first, the
search process is same to Figure 3. If comp1 is placed
first, as in Figure 4, it results in another solution with
a different WAL.
∅

( comp1 , node1 )

(

comp1 , node1
comp2 , node1

)

(

comp1 , node1
comp2 , node2

)

Figure 4: Component Order’s Impact on WAL.
As discussed in Section II-C, the heuristic DCO(1) reorders components dynamically to accelerate the search.
However, it does not deal with components’ initial order,
and can not reuse found hosts. To overcome these
drawbacks, this subsection introduces two heuristics: i)
Initial Component Order (InitCO), which is responsible
for components’ initial order; ii) Dynamic Components
Ordering (DCO), which generalizes DCO(1) with a
customizable step length to move forward components.
1) Initial Component Order: With AFNO / DAFNO,
multiple components can target to a same anchor, which
leads to components’ concurrence to limited resources.
To better fit the objective function, a component with
a stronger impact on WAL should be given a higher
priority (i.e., be placed priorly).
Consider a component connected by many bindings
requiring high bandwidths, if it is placed far from
its anchor, WAL can increase significantly. With this
consideration, a component’s bandwidth requirement is
used to measure its impact on WAL, which is defined
as the sum of bandwidths required by bindings connecting this component. Thus, components are sorted
in descending order of their bandwidth requirements,
and then placed one by one.
InitCO is proposed to lower WAL. Algorithms with
/ without InitCO are compared in Section IV.
2) Dynamic Components Ordering: Because of components’ / bindings’ concurrence to limited resources
and bindings’ maximal latency, placing a component
depends on placed ones, and different component orders
can result in different numbers of tests.
Numbers of tests carried out by searches with and
without backtrack can have a huge difference. For
example, given n components ordered as c1 , c2 , . . . ,
ci , . . . , cj , . . . , cn , if former placed ci makes it

impossible to place cj , after finding out that no fog
node suits cj , FirstFit has to backtrack from cj until
ci . Without the knowledge that failures of placing cj
concern ci , before arriving at ci , FirstFit must test all
possibilities for placing {ci+1 , ci+2 . . . cj }, which leads
to | ci+1 | × | ci+2 | × · · · × | cj | tests in the worst case
( | c | is the number of fog nodes in c’s DZ). Such a huge
amount of tests can be avoided if cj is ordered before ci .
Under the new order, cj is placed without constraints
introduced by ci . If ci still gets a suitable fog node,
FirstFit successfully places ci and cj without backtrack.
When n components are placed without backtrack,
FirstFit needs at most | c1 | + | c2 | + · · · + | cn | tests.
As fog nodes and links are heterogeneous and can be
resource-constrained, it is quite probable to encounter
backtracks during a search. A component order that
does not lead to any backtrack can highly accelerate the
search. However, such an order can not be found before
the search, due to the difficulty of predicting resources’
evolution (i.e., changes of available resources brought
by each component’s placing).
By making use of the knowledge obtained during
the search, DCO dynamically adjusts components’ order to avoid backtracks. Considering that a component can be constrained by components ordered before
it, once FirstFit fails to place a component comp,
instead of backtrack, DCO moves comp forward by
compN B × stepLen components. compN B is the
number of components ordered before comp. stepLen
is a predefined ratio, 0 ≤ stepLen ≤ 1. DCO with
a certain stepLen is denoted by DCO(stepLen), such
as DCO(0), DCO(0.1), . . . , DCO(1). comp is moved
forward by at least one component each time. An
example is given in Figure 5.
c1 ,

c2 ,

c3 ,

c4 ,

c5 ,

...

Figure 5: Example of Moving Forward a Component (regarding that c5 can not be placed, DCO(0.5) moves it forward to
c3 ’s position. Correspondingly, c3 and c4 are moved backward. Then, FirstFit fails another two times to place c5 , and
c5 is moved to the head finally.).

Each move produces a new component order, under
which the search is continued. Moved components (e.g.,
c3 , c4 , and c5 after the first move in Figure 5) must be
re-tested to get placed, but there is no need to redo
the search for not moved components (e.g., c1 and c2
after the first move in Figure 5), as their hosts can be
reused in the continued search. Different stepLens lead
to different moves. Consider the two extreme values of
stepLen: given a component comp to move forward, i)
DCO(0) moves comp forward by one component each
time. Obtained search results can be reused as much as
possible, while there can be many moves before being
able to place comp; ii) DCO(1) orders comp before
components that constrain it with only one move, but
obtained search results can not be reused. Similar to
the difference between DCO(0) and DCO(1), a lower /
higher stepLen leads to more / fewer moves, but more

/ less result reutilization.
To avoid infinite loops, each component order can be
tested only once. DCO can move a component forward
several times until an untested order is produced. If no
new order can be produced, the algorithm backtracks
as FirstFit without changing components’ order, so that
the possibility to traverse the search space is retained,
and the guarantee to find an existing solution is kept.
DCO accelerates the search to find out a solution.
The performance of DCO and the influence of stepLen
are evaluated in Section IV.
C. Partial Fog Nodes Testing-Based Heuristic
With AFNO / DAFNO, fog nodes are tested from
local ones to remote ones. When testing to place a
component comp, fog nodes far from comp’s anchor
can always violate certain bindings’ requirements on
maximal latency. To avoid such meaningless tests of
fog nodes, the heuristic Latency Failure Cap (FailCap)
caps the maximal number of adjacent failures caused
by violations of bindings’ maximal latencies. FailCap
with a predefined cap value f ailN B is denoted by
FailCap(f ailN B). An example is given in Figure 6.
n1 ,

n2 ,

n3 ,

n4 ,

n5 ,

n6

Figure 6: Example of FailCap (fog nodes ordered as
n1 , n2 , . . . , n6 are tested to host a component comp. Placing
comp in each fog node in red exceeds the maximal latency of a
certain binding. FailCap(2) stops the test at n5 and concludes
“fail to place comp” without testing n6 , because n5 is the
second adjacent failure caused by latency.).

As bindings’ maximal latencies are not considered
when calculating anchors, a low f ailN B value risks
of missing proper fog nodes (such as n6 in Figure 6,
which satisfies bindings’ maximal latencies). A higher
f ailN B value lowers such risks at a cost of more tests.
To keep the guarantee of finding an existing solution,
all fog nodes must be tested in two cases: i) when the
algorithm attempts to backtrack; ii) when the algorithm
tests to place a component backtracked to. Without
DCO, the algorithm always backtracks when it fails
to place a component. In this case, FailCap does not
make any difference (i.e., can not avoid any tests). Thus,
FailCap must be combined with DCO, so that multiple
component orders can be tested, and FailCap helps DCO
to get a proper component order more rapidly.
FailCap purposes to accelerate the search. Its performance and f ailN B’s influence are evaluated in
Section IV.
D. Heuristics’ Combination
Four heuristics are proposed in this section. Together
with AFNO proposed in [5], each of the five heuristics
is designed for certain gains and causes some costs.
Through AFNO, local fog nodes are tested priorly,
which leads to lower WALs and lower numbers of
tests (see Section II-C). However, because of anchorscalculating and fog nodes-ordering, AFNO introduces
an overhead to localize components. DAFNO updates

anchors dynamically, which keeps anchors up-to-date.
Nevertheless, each update implies some calculation,
which is a further overhead. By manipulating another
order—components’ order, InitCO aims at better fitting
the objective—minimizing WAL. As a cost, components
must be sorted according to their bandwidth requirements. With DCO, backtracks that incur huge amounts
of tests can be avoided. However, for each avoided
backtrack, it has to test a set of component orders, and
redo the search for certain components. FailCap helps
to avoid meaningless tests of fog node, but it risks of
missing proper fog nodes, especially when f ailN B is
assigned to a low value.
Besides gains and costs, the heuristics also have
different dependencies. AFNO and DCO do not depend
on other heuristics. Differently, DAFNO needs anchors
being initialized by AFNO. InitCO must be based
on AFNO / DAFNO, otherwise, ordering components
while placing them in random fog nodes does not make
sense. FailCap works only when i) local fog nodes are
tested priorly; ii) new component orders can be tested.
Hence, FailCap depends on AFNO / DAFNO and DCO.
All the heuristics can be combined. The search
process with all the heuristics applied is depicted in
Figure 7.

the evaluation’s common setup. Section IV-C discusses
evaluation results.
A. Data Stream Processing System
The ever increase of objects connected to the internet
is leading to an explosion of sensor-generated data.
Such data contains valuable information, but most of
the data is valuable only when processed under a delay.
Providing local processing resources, fog computing
is right an enabler of Data Stream Processing (DSP)
applications [3], [6].
This subsection introduces a DSP system. Its infrastructure and applications are presented in the following.
1) Fog Infrastructure: The fog infrastructure of this
use case contains several kinds of devices: clouds, edge
servers, gateways, end fog nodes and appliances, as in
the example of Figure 8. Generally, a fog node in a
higher network position is more capable in terms of
resources.
cloud
edge server2
gateway

gateway

edge server1

gateway

edge server3

end fog node4

start
appliance
appliance
appliance
appliance
end fog node1
end fog node3
end fog node2

initialize anchors according to each
application’s appliances and components’ DZs
sort components in descending order of bandwidth requirements
apply the new order

no

try to produce an
untested component yes
order by moving
comp forward

yes

yes

backtrack to
the previous
component and
continue the
test to place it

no

are all the
components
placed?
yes

no

return the current
placement/solution

return “no
solution exists”
AFNO [5]

is failed?
no

is there a
previous
component?

DAFNO

edge servers, three gateways, four end fog nodes, and four
appliances).

update anchors and sort fog nodes

try to place the next component comp
before the failNBth adjacent failure caused by latency

is failed?

Figure 8: Infrastructure Example (containing a cloud, three

InitCO

DCO

FailCap

Figure 7: Search Process with Combined Heuristics (each
color indicates a heuristic, uncolored phases are of FirstFit).

The combination of the heuristics should make the
placement approach more scalable, and lowers applications’ average response time. Different heuristic combinations are compared and evaluated in Section IV.
IV. E VALUATION
This section evaluates proposed heuristics. Section IV-A introduces a use case. Section IV-B details

2) Data Stream Processing Application: A DSP application can be represented as a directed acyclic graph,
which contains three kinds of vertexes: data source,
operator, and data consumer. A data source continuously generates a data stream; an operator receives
and processes incoming streams, and then produces
outgoing streams transferred to following operators or
data consumers; a data consumer only receives and
processes incoming streams.
An example DSP application is given in Figure 9.
The application maintains a data base that stores realtime information of traffic loads, which can be used
to enable smart traffic lights and traffic route planning.
Data sources—traffic sensors sense traffic loads, whose
raw data are filtered and aggregated by operators—
filters and aggregators, respectively. Finally, the data
consumer—knowledge base updates stored information.
operator

data source
traffic sensor
traffic sensor

filter
aggregator

traffic sensor
traffic sensor

data consumer

knowledge
base

filter

Figure 9: DSP Application Example—Traffic Knowledge
Base (containing four road traffic sensors as data sources, three
operators of two types, and one data consumer).

DSP applications are widely used to process data
streams in many domains, such as smart transport /
building / home, etc. In this use case, similar to the
example in Figure 9, each DSP application has a set of
data sources, operator types, and data consumers. Each
operator type is in charge of one kind of analytical tasks
(i.e., to deal with a kind of incoming streams), and has
a set of operators to distribute these tasks.
B. Common Setup
Placement algorithms’ inputs—infrastructure and application models are generated based on the use case
introduced in Section IV-A. This subsection details
attributes of the model generation.
1) Fog Infrastructure: In an infrastructure, each fog
node provides certain processing and storage resources.
Two fog nodes’ capacities can strongly differ, even if
they are of the same type (e.g., two edge servers). In
order to consider such heterogeneity, each fog node’s
capacity distributes randomly in a range related to its
type, as detailed in Table II.
Device
Type
cloud
edge server
gateway
end fog node

CPU
(GFlops)
infinite
0 ∼ 100
0∼ 8
0∼ 2

RAM
(GB)
infinite
0 ∼ 500
0 ∼ 10
0∼ 4

DISK
(GB)
infinite
0 ∼ 5000
0 ∼ 500
0 ∼ 200

Table II: Capacity Ranges of Each Fog Node Type.
Likewise, network link resources also follow uniform
distributions. Network latency and available bandwidth
ranges of each link type are listed in Table III.
Link Type
cloud
– edge server
edge server – edge server
gateway
– edge server
end foge node – edge server
end foge node – gateway
appliance – gateway

LAT(ms)
30 ∼ 100
3 ∼ 10
1 ∼ 20
10 ∼ 25

BW(MBps)
0 ∼ 1000
0 ∼ 1000
0 ∼ 100
0 ∼ 100

1 ∼ 5

0 ∼ 1000

Table III: Capacity Ranges of Each Link Type.
2) Data Stream Processing Application: A generated
DSP application contains 1∼10 data sources, 1∼5 operator types, and 1∼10 data consumers. Each operator
type has 1∼10 components as its operators and a probability of 10% to be assigned a specific DZ composed
of randomly selected fog nodes (otherwise, the component’s DZ contains all fog nodes). The communication
between data sources, data consumers, and operators is
via bindings. Each component type and binding type
relies on certain amounts of resources, as given in
Table IV.
component type requirements
ReqCPU
0.1 ∼ 1 GFlops
ReqRAM
0.1 ∼ 1 GB
ReqDISK
0 ∼ 2 GB

binding type requirements
ReqLAT
25 ∼ 50 ms
ReqBW
0.01 ∼ 1 MBps

Table IV: Resource Requirements of DSP Applications.
As composition elements of data streams, data units
are produced by data sources and operators. Each data
unit is characterized with a size and a computational

amount, which respectively indicate the data amount to
transfer and needed processing effort.
Given a data unit of a data source, its response time
is the time spent from its sending until a data consumer
receives its response. To simulate DSP applications’
response times, the following assumptions are made: i)
considering that high ReqBW is required by bindings
transferring large data units, and that high ReqCP U
is required by components dealing with high computational amounts, a data unit’s size and computational
amount are respectively related to their corresponding
ReqBW and ReqCP U 7 ; ii) all data sources generate
data units at a frequency of 1 data unit/s8 .
3) Evaluation Environment: This work evaluates algorithms from two aspects: scalability and result quality.
The scalability is assessed through: i) each algorithm’s execution time (i.e., processing duration) when
dealing with a same problem and ii) the maximal
problem size (in terms of fog nodes’ number and
components’ number) that each algorithm can deal with
within a timeout. Table V details the test environment
to measure execution times. If an algorithm to evaluate
has a definite initial component order (i.e., with InitCO
combined), its execution time is measured three times to
reduce the influence of environment noises; otherwise,
the algorithm is tested ten times to consider variances
brought by random initial component orders. Execution
times discussed in this section are all average values of
each group of measurements.
CPU
RAM
OS
JAVA

Intel i7 - 7820HQ @ 2.90 GHz
16GB
Debian 8.8
1.8.0 131

Table V: Execution Time Test Environment.
The result quality is in terms of considered DSP applications’ average response time. Based on SimGrid [7]
simulation platform, each generated DSP application’s
behavior is simulated under placements to evaluate,
which allows obtaining simulated response times and
comparing placement decisions made by different algorithms. A response time discussed in this section is
the average value of simulated response times of all
considered DSP applications.
C. Results and Discussion
To evaluate heuristics proposed in this work—
DAFNO, InitCO, DCO, and FailCap, Section IV-C1
compares heuristics’ results with optimal solutions; The
functionalities of heuristics DAFNO and InitCO are
evaluated in Section IV-C2; finally, Section IV-C3 evaluates parameters stepLen and F ailN B of heuristics
DCO and FailCap.
This subsection uses the symbol “-” to indicate
heuristics’ combination (e.g., AFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)FailCap(∞) means the combination of AFNO, InitCO,
7 A data unit’s size distributes in 0.01×ReqBW ∼ 0.1×ReqBW ,
its computational amount is in 0.01 × ReqCP U ∼ 0.1 × ReqCP U .
8 For data sources with higher / lower frequency, their data units
can be considered as aggregated / divided to adapt to the frequency.
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Figure 10: DSP Applications’ Response Time under Placements with Different WAL Values.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the response time increases with WAL. Their correlation is up to 0.976,
which validates the objective function—minimizing
WAL.
Taking the 10 placement problems into account, each
evaluated algorithm’s average execution time and average response time are summarized in Table VI. For
each problem, obtained response times are normalized
according to CPLEX’s, i.e., the response time under the
optimal placement is regarded as 1 (100%).
Compared with FirstFit, DCO(0) has a much lowered
execution time but a similar response time, which
accelerates the search without improving the result

Algorithm

Execution
Time (s)
756
0.011
0.019
258

FirstFit
DCO(0)
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0)
CPLEX

Response
Time
230%
229%
109%
100%

Table VI: Representative Heuristic Combinations vs CPLEX.
quality. DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0) improves FirstFit on
both execution time and response time. Compared with
CPLEX, although DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0) gets a 9%
higher response time, it gains a 10000 times’ speed-up.
2) Impacts of DAFNO and InitCO: According to the
previous evaluation in Section IV-C1, CPLEX arrives
to place 1 application (with 16 components) in an
infrastructure (with 27 fog nodes and 40 appliances) in
258 seconds. To compare different heuristic combinations’ scalability, given the same execution time—258
seconds, we evaluate how many applications / components each algorithm can place in a larger infrastructure
containing: 1 cloud; 10 high edge servers (as edge
server1 in Figure 8) randomly connected to each other,
and each of them also connects with the cloud; 50 low
edge servers (as edge server2∼3 in Figure 8), each connected with a random high edge server; 500 gateways,
each connected with a random low edge server; 10000
end fog nodes and 20000 appliances, each connected
with a random low edge server or gateway. Following
resource capacity distributions given in Section IV-B,
an infrastructure model is generated, which must cover
different resource situations thanks to its large scale.
Each algorithm places more and more applications until
it exceeds the timeout of 258 seconds. Starting from
1 application, 25 randomly generated DSP applications
are added each time.
According to the evaluation in the previous work [5],
compared with FirstFit, AFNO, and DCO(1), AFNODCO(1) performs better on both scalability and result
quality. This evaluation compares other heuristic combinations with AFNO-DCO(1). The obtained execution
times are depicted in Figure 11.
Execution Time (s)

DSP Application
Response Time (s)

DCO with stepLen assigned to 1, and FailCap with
F ailN B assigned to an infinite value). As stated in
Section III-D, there exists dependencies between the
heuristics: DAFNO depends on AFNO; InitCO depends
on AFNO / DAFNO; FailCap is based on both AFNO
/ DAFNO and DCO. For simplicity, DAFNO-AFNO is
referred to as DAFNO.
1) Heuristics’ Results vs Optimal Solutions: Based
on Integer Linear Programming, an approach using IBM
CPLEX [8] has been implemented to evaluate proposed
heuristics. Given a placement problem, CPLEX always
returns the optimal solution (with minimal WAL). However, its execution time increases dramatically with
problem size. Caused by the high execution time (which
can be weeks or even longer), we are not able to get
CPLEX’s results for large-scale problems. Thus, in this
evaluation, placing a single application in a small-scale
infrastructure is used as the placement problem. A random DSP application is generated to be placed, which
has 10 sensors as data sources, 2 operator types with
8 and 5 operators respectively, and 3 components as
data consumers. The infrastructure contains 1 cloud, 3
edge servers, and 3 gateways connected to EdgeServer1 (similar to Figure 8), and it has 20 end fog nodes and
40 appliances randomly connected to the three gateways
and EdgeServer-1. To cover different resource situations, 10 infrastructure models are generated following
resource capacity distributions defined in Section IV-B,
which implies 10 placement problems.
Three representative heuristic combinations—FirstFit
(i.e., without any heuristic), DCO(0), and DAFNOInitCO-DCO(0), are selected to compare with CPLEX.
Figure 10 shows obtained response times versus WAL
values.
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Figure 11: Execution Times with Growing Applications.
Due to the large infrastructure scale, FirstFit and
CPLEX timeouts at the very beginning. Without DCO,
algorithms DAFNO and DAFNO-InitCO only arrive
to place 1 application within the timeout. According
to Figure 11, once DCO is applied, the algorithm
becomes much more scalable. As shown in the zoomed
graph on the left of Figure 11, when there are not
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Figure 12: Response Times with Growing Applications.
As shown in Figure 12, DAFNO-DCO(1)’s response
time is always lower than AFNO-DCO(1), which validates that dynamic anchors further lower applications’
response time compared with static ones. According to
that DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) has a lower response time
than DAFNO-DCO(1), and the difference increases with
the component number, we conclude that InitCO also
helps to reduce applications’ response time, especially
when placing many applications / components.
According to execution times and response times
obtained in this evaluation, based on AFNO-DCO(1),
DAFNO and InitCO proposed in this work further
enhance the algorithm’s scalability and result quality.
3) Impacts of Parameters stepLen and f ailN B:
According to the evaluation in Section IV-C2, DAFNOInitCO-DCO(1) (equivalent to DAFNO-InitCO-
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DCO(1)-FailCap(∞)) arrives to place 426 applications
(with 8589 components) in an infrastructure (with
10561 fog nodes and 20000 appliances) in about 270
seconds. This placement problem is reused to evaluate
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen)-FailCap(f ailN B)
with different parameter settings. The evaluation results
are depicted in Figure 13.
Execution Time (s)

many applications / components to place, DAFNODCO(1) has a higher execution time than AFNODCO(1), which is caused by the overhead of updating
anchors. However, with more applications concurrent to
limited resources, anchors are easier to be outdated, and
DAFNO-DCO(1) outperforms AFNO-DCO(1), which
shows that up-to-date anchors help to accelerate the
search. With random initial component orders, AFNODCO(1) and DAFNO-DCO(1) introduce higher variances than DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1). It can also be
found that DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1) gets a better performance than DAFNO-DCO(1), especially when dealing
with more than 5000 components. This is because of
that, among considered constraints (see Section II-A),
the constraint of bandwidth consumption is the most
complicated, because: i) a link’s bandwidth can be
consumed by multiple bindings; ii) a binding can pass
by multiple links; iii) where a binding is placed can concern two components’ hosts; iv) one component can be
connected by multiple bindings. Compared with other
constraints’ violation (e.g., CPU), DCO can have to test
many more component orders to avoid a failure caused
by the bandwidth. Taking this complexity into account
by satisfying priorly components with high bandwidth
requirements (see Section III-B), InitCO helps to reduce
the number of components’ reorderings carried out by
DCO and accelerate the search.
Response times obtained by evaluated algorithms are
compared in Figure 12. For each application / component number, obtained response times are normalized
according to DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(1)’s, i.e., DAFNOInitCO-DCO(1)’s response time is regarded as 1.
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Figure 13: Evaluation Results with Different Parameters.
As stated in Section III-B, a lower / higher stepLen
leads to more / fewer component moves, but more /
less reutilization of obtained search results. According
to execution times shown in Figure 13 (a), stepLen
values near to the two extremes (i.e., 0 and 1) can
cause high execution times. Compared with DCO(1),
a proper stepLen can further accelerate the search. On
the other hand, compared with ∞, a lower f ailN B
helps to lower execution times only when stepLen
is assigned to a low value (e.g., as in Figure 13 (a)
when stepLen = 0.1). The reduction of execution
time becomes weak when stepLen ≥ 0.3. Moreover,
a low f ailN B can miss proper fog nodes, cause more
component reorderings, and get even higher execution
times (e.g., as in Figure 13 (a) when stepLen = 1).
A lower stepLen better respects the initial component order produced by InitCO. According to response times (normalized according to DAFNO-InitCODCO(1)’s) shown in Figure 13 (b), lower stepLen
values help to get lower response times. However, a low
f ailN B risks of missing proper fog nodes and resulting
in a higher response time.
This evaluation shows that a low stepLen value of
DCO helps to further improve the heuristic combination’s result quality. However, a stepLen close to 0
causes high execution times when dealing with largescale problems. Hence, a trade-off is needed to consider
these two aspects. On the other hand, when stepLen
is assigned to a proper value that helps to avoid high
execution times, a f ailN B value lower than ∞ no
longer reduces or even raises execution times.
To sum up, DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(stepLen) appears
as the best compromise in terms of scalability and result
quality (based on our experience with the evaluated use
case, a stepLen value of 0.2∼0.4 is recommended). It
gets solutions close to optimal ones obtained by CPLEX
with much lowered execution times. It also enhances
AFNO-DCO(1) proposed in [5] on both scalability
and result quality. The proposed algorithm is highly
scalable, through which we get a satisfactory placement
of 8589 components in an infrastructure with 10561 fog

nodes within 200 seconds. Moreover, being able to deal
with highly random problems (with randomly generated
infrastructures / applications, see Section IV-B), the
proposition is shown to be a generic approach.
V. R ELATED W ORK
A number of works are related to this study. Among
these works, [3]–[5], [9]–[12] focus on fog computing;
[13], [14] are generic enough to suit both fog and cloud.
From applications’ point of view, [4], [5], [9] deal with
IoT applications. As fog computing is still a recently
emerging research topic, other related works are rather
in the context of cloud. Nevertheless, they are still worth
to discuss. The related works are classified into exact
algorithms, metaheuristics, and heuristics.
A. Exact Algorithms
[3], [12] formulate the placement problem with Integer Linear Programming (ILP), and solve the problem
using generic ILP-solvers, which guarantee to return the
optimal solution.
An exhaustive algorithm [4], [5], which searches
in a manner similar to FirstFit, ends the search until
the search space is traversed (instead of finding the
first solution), so that all solutions are visited, and the
optimal one can be found out.
Exact algorithms always deliver the optimal solution.
However, suffering from high execution time, they are
hardly scalable.
B. Metaheuristics
Given a placement problem, metaheuristics visit only
a part of the search space, and return the best placement
among visited ones. Each metaheuristic has a specific
strategy to get close to the optimum as fast as possible.
Hill climbing [11], [15] improves a solution iteratively. At each iteration, a randomly selected component
is re-placed to better fit the objective function. However,
starting from a random initial solution, it usually traps
into a local optimum. To escape from local optimums,
simulated annealing [16], [17] and tabu search [16], [18]
allow visiting solutions with lower quality. However,
these approaches can require a large number of iterations, which lower their scalability.
Genetic algorithm [10], [19], particle swarm optimization [20], [21], and ant colony optimization [22],
[23] refine a predefined number of placements (i.e.,
a population) iteratively. At each iteration, new placements are generated and evaluated (regarding the optimization objective). These algorithms’ inner parameters,
based on which placements are generated, are tuned
dynamically according to the evaluation of generated
placements. The best placement among tested ones is
returned when a predefined timeout is reached. Consequently, the result quality is strongly related to predefined parameters (e.g., timeout, population size), whose
proper values are use case-dependent and difficult to
predict without experiment. Furthermore, given a placement problem, these approaches do not guarantee to find
a solution, even if solutions exist.

By making use of the knowledge of applications’
appliance and DZs, our approach calculates anchors and
guides the search to a satisfactory solution. Without
such a guide but using random initial placement(s),
metaheuristics can need more tests / a higher execution
time to get a similar result quality.
C. Heuristics
Specialized heuristics are also designed to handle
the placement problem. [14], [24] propose Best-Fit /
Worst-Fit heuristic to consolidate / balance host loads.
[25] chooses candidate hosts with higher renting costefficiency priorly to minimize the financial cost. However, applications’ response time is not considered in
these heuristics.
[13], [26] propose application response time-targeted
heuristics. These approaches locate devices and components using geographic coordinates / a latency space (in
which the distance between two devices represents the
network latency between them). Components’ coordinates are initialized according to coordinates of devices
tied to considered applications. Then, each component’s
coordinate is refined by an iterative algorithm to better
fit the optimization objective. Finally, each component
is placed in its nearest device that has enough resources
to host it. Instead of using continuous coordinates,
our approach directly use fog nodes as components’
anchors, which helps to reduce the algorithm’s number
of iteration and avoids mapping coordinates to devices
(the nearest device to the optimal coordinate is not
guaranteed to be the optimal). Moreover, our approach
updates anchors dynamically to keep them up-to-date,
which is not considered in these works.
To deal with large-scale problems, [27] priorly places
a component that requires more CPU / RAM / DISK
resources; [9] places first a component that has less
fog nodes in its DZ. They consider components’ concurrence to CPU / RAM / DISK resources in a static
manner. However, during a search, available resources
in the infrastructure evolve each time when a component
is placed. Without considering such resource evolution
and the limit of network resources, these approaches are
still quite probable to encounter backtracks leading to
huge amounts of tests. By making use of the knowledge
obtained during the search and adjusting components’
order dynamically, our approach avoids backtracks and
can be much more scalable and generic.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper tackles the problem of placing IoT applications in the fog, that is how to map a set of software
components onto a set of fog nodes. The focus of this
work is on placement approaches’ scalability and result
quality. The scalability is assessed through problem size
(i.e., components’ number and fog nodes’ number) that
an algorithm can deal with under a timeout, and the
placement quality is expressed as average response time
of placed applications.

Contributions of this paper are: i) four heuristics
(DAFNO, InitCO, DCO, and FailCap) that can be combined with each other; ii) a simulation-based evaluation
that compares different heuristic combinations.
The evaluation shows that: i) each proposed heuristic
can accelerate the algorithm and / or lower applications’ response times; ii) compared with the heuristic
combination AFNO-DCO(1) proposed in [5], DAFNOInitCO-DCO(stepLen), which combines heuristics proposed in this work, performs better on both scalability
and result quality.
Our future works include: i) enhancements of the
proposed placement approach to handle the intrinsic
volatility of fog infrastructures (e.g., devices’ churn and
mobility); ii) re-optimization of the placement taking
applications’ arrival, departure, and the migration cost
of deployed applications into account; iii) evaluation
with experiment on industrial testbeds (such as the
Orange Labs internal testbed introduced in [28]).
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